Power–Velocity Process Design Charts for Powder Bed Additive Manufacturing

A current issue in metal-based additive manufacturing (AM) is achieving consistent, desired process outcomes in manufactured parts. When process outcomes such as strength, density, or precision need to meet certain specifications, changes in process variable selection can be made to meet these requirements. However, the changes required to achieve a better part performance may not be intuitive, particularly because process variable changes can simultaneously improve some outcomes while worsening others. There is great potential to design the additive manufacturing process, tailoring process variables based on user requirements for a given part. In this work, the tradeoffs between multiple process outcomes are formalized and the design problem is explored throughout the design space of process variables. Based on user input for each process outcome considered, P–V (power–velocity) process design charts are introduced, which map the process space and identify the best combination of process variables to achieve a user’s desired outcome. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4037302]

Introduction

Direct-metal additive manufacturing (AM) is a rapidly expanding manufacturing method that has found applications within the fields of aerospace, medicine, and others requiring highly complex structures. Within metal-based AM, the powder bed processes have generated significant interest due to their ability to obtain high precision and tolerance. There are two main branches of powder bed AM and they are distinguished by their power source: selective laser sintering (SLS) and electron beam melting (EBM) systems. Another major difference between SLS and EBM is that SLS operates in an inert gas environment, while EBM operates in a vacuum. This study will focus on the SLS process through methods that are extendable to EBM and nonpowder bed AM processes.

Metal-based AM in general is a relatively new form of manufacturing, and a lack of good process knowledge in the field can cause build results to be more variable than traditional manufacturing methods, thereby limiting its capability. To utilize the full potential of AM as an alternative manufacturing method, it is necessary to have sound understanding about how a part will be affected by its process variable selection. Careful selection of process variables can be a deciding factor in whether a part meets its performance requirements or not and can greatly affect part quality.

Individual outcomes of the AM process have recently been studied, including microstructure [1], surface finish (SF) [2], and residual stresses [3]. Various process variables have been considered, including beam properties [4], scan strategy [5], layer thickness, build orientation [6,7], and particle size [2]. AM processes have been mapped to examine the effect of process variables on melt pool characteristics [1,8]. Much of this current research has given users a better understanding of the available design space in AM and shown how various process selections can improve properties of interest. In contrast, this study examines the situation when multiple outcomes integral to the product’s manufacturing quality must be balanced in the same build.

Often in direct-metal AM, the two most significant process variables are the beam absorbed power (P) and beam travel velocity (V). These variables have the most impact on the rate of heat entering the system and therefore are the most important for the transient heat conduction problem. In this research, the behavior of several process outcomes (density, yield strength, surface finish, precision, and deposition rate) is predicted within the P–V design space. A design tool is introduced, based on user requirements for each outcome, which finds regions of P–V space satisfying the user requirements and identifies the optimal choice within those regions. This tool provides the process designer with more confidence and control over the combination of outcomes achievable from the part being built. As is outlined in several case studies, these results can directly indicate a choice of beam power and velocity that is different than the machine nominal settings, resulting in a better part. The design tool introduced in this work attempts to find the ideal tradeoff in process variables in metal-based AM, resulting in P–V process design charts to identify the best overall part properties.

Methods

The desired result of this study is to find the best process variable combination based on a user’s input for several process outcomes. The process outcomes included in the study are: density, yield strength, surface finish, precision, and deposition rate. These have been included because they are outcomes that are often considered important to part designers. The process variables are absorbed power (P) and beam scanning velocity (V).

Through several basic assumptions about the AM process, each outcome is tied back to these two process variables, and equations are created, which show how each outcome is expected to change throughout P–V space. For illustration, in this paper outcomes are calculated for type 316L stainless steel fabricated by a SLS process, applicable to a raster geometry used to fill in the interior of solid layers, and using an assumed preheat temperature of 100°C. However, similar methods could be applied for other materials and processes, other deposition geometries (e.g., contours on external surfaces of layers), and other preheat temperatures.

Assumptions. In order to tie each process outcome calculation back to the power and velocity inputs, a series of assumptions are made about the hatch spacing, layer thickness, and material absorptivity in the SLS process.
Hatch Spacing and Layer Thickness. The layer thickness (thickness of the new powder layer) and hatch spacing (the distance between the centers of the deposited beads) are variables that can be changed on the machine. However, both variables will typically scale with the melt pool size. This is because the layer thickness and hatch spacing need to be smaller than the melt pool depth and width, respectively, for all the materials to be fully melted. Once a factor of safety is chosen, good choices for the layer thickness and hatch spacing can be determined by the melt pool size. In this work, the ratio of layer thickness to melt pool depth is assumed to be 1/5, to provide a sufficient overlap between layers.

For a given melt pool shape and size, a certain fraction of hatch spacing to melt pool width (MPW) exists such that the maximum rate of material melting occurs. The work by Tang et al. [9] has found that for melt pools with a semicircular cross section normal to the velocity direction, this optimal fraction of hatch spacing to melt pool width is $(\sqrt{2}/2)$. This fraction is used to relate hatch spacing back to the melt pool size, which is determined from the laser power and velocity input settings from the user. In practice, variations in melt pool shape in different regions of $P–V$ space will cause variations in the ideal hatch spacing fraction, as discussed by Gong et al. [10] in their 2014 melt pool characterization work. Work to characterize melt pool size and shape across process input parameters, such as that done by Beuth et al. [8] and Cheng and Chou [11], will help to improve this baseline model in future work.

Absorptivity. The absorptivity of the metal powder determines what percentage of the beam power is absorbed into the melt pool during the process. The calculations in this study use absorbed power, assuming that the absorptivity is already taken into account. Thus, the instances where absorptivity must be considered are where the absorbed power is related back to the machine settings, namely, the maximum power and the nominal power settings. For these calculations, a thermal absorptivity of 0.5 is assumed for stainless steel 316L powder, comparable to the value of about 0.58 found by Rubenchik et al. [12]. This study considered an SLS process with a maximum achievable power of 400 W and a nominal power setting of 195 W for stainless steel 316L, resulting in a maximum absorbed power of 200 W and nominal absorbed power of 97.5 W.

Melt Pool Calculations. To calculate the process outcomes, the melt pool sizes must be predicted throughout $P–V$ space. Finite element simulations, modeling the laser powder process, were run using ABAQUS software and predicted melt pool quantities throughout $P–V$ space. This model was similar to the model created by Soylemez and coworkers [13], or more recently, Montgomery et al. [14], but for stainless steel. The model simulated a distributed heat source scanning over a substrate of stainless steel 316L. The other surfaces in the model were maintained at a boundary condition temperature corresponding to the background temperature of the process, 373 K. This background temperature was assumed to be constant. A symmetric boundary condition was imposed on the midplane to reduce computation time. These simulations are applicable to raster scanning in the interior of solid layers. To account for more complex geometries or scan patterns in which melt pool dimensions would be expected to change, a greater range of simulations would need to be performed to characterize these circumstances, such as discussed by Beuth et al. in their AM process mapping work [8].

These simulations solved the transient heat equation for conduction throughout the substrate. Radiation and convection, for the SLS process being considered, are also modes of heat transfer within the build chamber. However, models by Roberts et al. [15] for the SLS process, as well as Shen and Chou [16] for the EBM process, suggest that these modes of heat transfer are insignificant compared to conduction in the system.

Using the simulations discussed, melt pool properties were calculated for six $P–V$ combinations, which were 200 W–200 mm/s, 50 W–500 mm/s, 50 W–1400 mm/s, 200 W–200 mm/s, 200 W–500 mm/s, and 200 W–1400 mm/s. These six points can be used to map out $P–V$ space in terms of the melt pool characteristics. This type of mapping has been observed to closely follow the real behavior throughout $P–V$ space of a direct-metal AM-produced material [13]. All the calculations in this research are done for stainless steel type 316L.

Process Outcome Calculation. The process outcomes considered in this study were density, yield strength, surface roughness, precision, and deposition rate. Curves for each of these outcomes were tied back to experimental results found for type 316L stainless steel.

Porosity and Susceptibility to Flaws. Achieving full density is typically one of the most important requirements for an additively manufactured part. If flaws caused by lack of fusion occur in the material during deposition, the part may not satisfy other material property requirements like monotonic strength or fatigue life. One way to limit the porosity is remelting each layer during the build [17], although this can greatly increase build time and cost.

The likelihood of porosity is related to how much overlap there is between the scanning melt pool and the top of the previous layer. Particularly, because there is some variability in the size of each melt pool, flaws will occur much more often if the melt pool depth is close to the same size as or smaller than the layer thickness. Note that because the powder layer will shrink by as much as 55% when it is melted [18], the effective layer thickness (the thickness of powder the melt pool has to melt through) will be larger than the actual resulting layer thickness.

Spierings et al. [19] found a correlation between the energy density supplied to the powder layer and the resulting density of the part with bulk geometry. The energy density, given in Eq. (1), takes laser power, velocity, hatch spacing, and layer thickness into account:

\[ \text{energy density} = \frac{P}{v \times h \times t} \]  

(1)

The approximate relationship between energy density and part density from Ref. [19] is given in the below equation:

\[ \text{part density (\%) = (0.92 + 12.2a - 514a^2 + 4318a^3)} \times 100\% \]  

(2)

where $h$ is the hatch spacing, $t$ is the layer thickness, and $a = 1/ (\text{energy density})$. With lower energy density, more flaws are likely to develop in the part. This means that more flaws would be expected to develop in the build at lower laser power and at higher scanning velocity settings. This relationship has been observed in other work, such as that done by Li et al. [20] on the density in AM-fabricated stainless steel. Also, note the dependence on hatch spacing and layer thickness; changing these can help fix porosity problems even with low power settings. Currently, a typical lowest layer thickness available on an SLS machine is 20 $\mu$m.

In this research, the energy density criterion described earlier is used to calculate $P$ and $V$’s effect on density. The layer thickness is constrained to stay above the minimum value of 20 $\mu$m, meaning that any porosity issues occurring at that point could not be fixed by modifying the layer thickness settings. It should be noted that this criterion is an approximation and it does not explicitly take into account the geometry of the overlap between individual melt pool beads. A geometric analysis of bead overlaps and their effect on layer melting are needed to more precisely control lack of fusion porosity [21]. The resulting contour plot of percent density throughout $P–V$ space is shown in Fig. 1. The low power, high velocity region in the lower right is expected to yield the most lack of fusion flaws.

Note that another source of porosity, “keyhole” mode melting, has often been observed to occur in the high power, low-velocity range in $P–V$ space [22]. Recent work by Francis [23]
demonstrated the ability to avoid keyholing by changing the laser spot size to scale with the melt pool width. This work makes the assumption that the user is able to change the spot size to control keyholing in this region of $P-V$ space, leaving lack of fusion as the remaining major source of porosity.

Yield Strength. Additively manufactured austenitic stainless steel has been observed to form a fine microstructure, due to the high cooling rates characteristic of the AM process [24–27]. Although a detailed model has not been created to describe yield strength dependence in processing space, it has been shown that this microstructure gets finer with faster characteristic cooling rates, and that the strength increases with these finer microstructures [26,28]. Wang et al. [28] performed SLS tests on austenitic stainless steel type 304L and used a Hall–Petch relationship to explain the resulting yield strengths for different processing input settings. The Hall–Petch model, which states that there exists an inverse square root relationship between yield strength and grain size in a material, was also used as the governing equation for yield strength in this research. This relationship occurs because moving dislocations, which cause material yielding, are impeded at the grain boundaries. This makes materials with smaller grains (more grain boundaries) stop dislocation movement better and therefore take more applied stress before yielding. The Hall–Petch equation is given below

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 + K_H d^{-1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\sigma$ is the yield strength, $d$ is the grain size, and $\sigma_0$ and $K_H$ are the constants. The values for $\sigma_0$ and $K_H$ used are 150.8 MPa and 575.0 MPa $\mu$m$^{1/2}$, respectively, taken from experimental results found by Singh et al. [29]. Using this expected trend, a contour map of the expected trend in yield strength throughout $P-V$ space is shown in Fig. 2.

Surface Finish. Surface finish is typically defined in terms of Ra, which is the average of the absolute value of the profile height deviations from the mean height of a surface [30]. Spierings et al. [2] showed that the as-built Ra of an AM part with simple geometry scales with the average particle size of the powder in metal-based AM. Assuming a linear scaling (we expect particles half the size to have half the Ra value), the expected trend can be predicted throughout $P-V$ space. The equation used for surface finish is given below

$$SF = C \times D$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where SF is the surface finish, $D$ is the average particle diameter, and $C$ is a constant depending on material. Furthermore, the powder size is assumed to be constrained by the size of the layer thickness, because the largest particles must fit under the recoater blade when a new layer of powder is spread during the SLS process. As discussed in the “Assumptions” section, the layer thickness is then related back to the melt pool depth of the process, which was ultimately tied back to the $P-V$ inputs through simulation. This expected trend was fit to data from the EOS data sheet for 316L stainless steel [31], which provided typical experimental results for parts built at the nominal settings. From this source, as-built parts at the nominal settings on the machine achieved Ra values of $13 \pm 5\ \mu$m. The expected trend, fit to this data point, is shown in Fig. 3.

Precision. The obtainable precision refers to the accuracy to which the machine can reliably deposit during the build (e.g., the accuracy to which the dimension of an edge can be deposited). This value scales with the average width of the melt pool, because the process is only capable of creating features that are bigger than one of the melt pools [32]. The equation used to govern precision changes throughout the domain is given below

$$P = C \times MPW$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
where \( P \) is the precision, MPW is the melt pool width, and \( C \) is a constant. According to the EOS data sheet for 316L stainless steel, a precision of about 35 \( \mu m \) is typically achieved at the nominal settings for basic geometries [31]. Using this data point as a guide, and simulation results yielding a melt pool width at nominal settings equal to 74 \( \mu m \) and a resulting value of \( C = 0.47 \), trends like those shown in Fig. 4 can be expected to reflect the change in precision throughout \( P–V \) space.

**Deposition Rate.** The deposition rate is the rate at which new melted material is being added to the part. Shi et al. [33] gave a benchmark equation to calculate the expected deposition rate, which is given below

\[
DR = t \times h \times v
\]

where \( t \) is the layer thickness, \( h \) is the hatch spacing (distance between the center of two beads), and \( v \) is the beam scanning velocity. As discussed in the “Assumptions” section, the layer thickness is assumed to scale by 1/5 of the expected melt pool depth, and the optimal hatch spacing should be \( \sqrt[3]{2}/2 \) of the melt pool width. Using the simulation predictions of melt pool size, deposition rate follows a trend in \( P–V \) space similar to Fig. 5.

Note that the deposition rate depends strongly on the absorbed power of the substrate and weakly on the velocity of the beam. This is distinctive from the other four considered process outcomes that essentially depend on the characteristic melt pool size of the process. The lower right corner of the process map becomes more velocity dependent because, for the SLS process discussed in this study, the layer thickness cannot be decreased past 20 \( \mu m \) to accommodate for the smaller melt pools in that region.

**The Multi-Objective Problem.** A major goal of this work is to create a function that takes user requirement for an AM part and guides them to the best process variables for their application. In this study, there are five process outcomes that are being considered. Since each of these process outcomes is being simultaneously considered by the user, this problem can be thought of as a multi-objective design problem, where each process outcome is a design objective.

A common multi-objective optimization approach is called the bounded-objective function method [34]. This method optimizes one of the objective functions, while using each of the remaining objectives to form an additional constraint. This method requires user knowledge of requirements for each objective and the feasibility of converting all but one objective function into constraints. In the context of this study, this method applies and incorporates a user requirement on the maximum or minimum acceptable value for each converted objective, resulting in a process constraint, and finds a window in processing space that satisfies all these requirements. Inside the new constrained space, the final objective function remains and is then optimized. In this study, a bounded-objective function approach to the additive manufacturing process will be introduced.

**P–V Process Design Charts.** Incorporating the models and assumptions for each of the considered process outcomes, a design tool called \( P–V \) process design charts was developed to guide AM users toward \( P–V \) choices that best aligned with their requirements. The basic concept of the design tool is to treat the AM process as a bounded-objective optimization problem, treating all but one of the considered process outcomes as a constraint, and optimizing the final outcome within the constrained space created by satisfying all other outcomes.

The algorithm takes user requirements for all but one process outcome and, using the models discussed in the “Methods” section, finds the curve for each process outcome that will satisfy its requirement. Each of these curves is treated as an inequality constraint, with the space on one side of the curve satisfying, and the space on the other side of the curve not satisfying its corresponding user requirement. Each inequality constraint is overlaid onto one \( P–V \) chart. Depending on the user inputs, if there exists a region that can satisfy all inequality constraints, it is identified (shaded in), representing a processing window in \( P–V \) space that can satisfy all user requirements. This processing window typically represents a smaller subset of \( P–V \) combinations out of all the combinations that a user could choose.

Within the resulting processing window, the final outcome that does not have a corresponding user requirement is optimized to direct the user to the best \( P–V \) combination within the window. A contour plot of this final objective is also overlaid on the chart to show how the objective changes throughout the \( P–V \) space. The final output is a \( P–V \) process design chart, with domain and range representing the range of input settings on the machine, overlaid with a shaded region, representing the subset of \( P–V \) combinations that satisfies the user’s build requirements, finally overlaid with a contour plot of the remaining objective, illustrating to the user the ideal processing conditions for their needs, and comparing that to the machine nominal settings for the material and process.

An important part of the final result is the visual aspect of showing the \( P–V \) process design chart as opposed to a simpler output of suggested \( P \) and \( V \) values to the user. The chart is useful to
the user for several reasons: First, it illustrates which constraint is active (which constraint, if relaxed, would change the location of the optimum). A visualization of how far each constraint boundary is from the optimum shows the user which changes to requirement inputs would significantly change the solution and which are not significant to the solution for that case. In cases where no region can be found that satisfies all requirements, the graphical output can show the user which requirements would most likely need to be changed to allow for a solution. Second, the \( P-V \) process design chart output shows the user the relative size of the processing window in relation to the range of possible input parameters as well as in relation to the nominal settings. A smaller processing window can indicate a higher difficulty of achieving all requirements for a build and can prompt the AM user to change requirements before risking a failed build. Third, a plot of the objective contours around the optimum shows the user the robustness of the solution; shallower contours represent a solution that is more resilient to small changes in process input settings. This may influence the user’s final decision on process variables toward a more robust, albeit suboptimal, selection, particularly for AM processes that have more variable build results compared to other manufacturing methods.

### Results

**Case Study #1.** As a first example, consider a part that will have small features, requiring tight precision tolerance as well as a tight regulation on part density. For illustration, requirements are shown in Table 1.

After satisfying each of these requirements, it is desired to maximize the build rate. Figure 6 shows a \( P-V \) process design chart of build rate in \( P-V \) space overlaid with each constraint requirement. The shaded region shows the area that satisfies all build requirements. In this case, the yield strength constraint is active. The optimum within that region is in the upper right, where the build rate is maximized.

A designer for additive manufacturing could use this information to alter the process input variables to achieve a part more closely aligned with their required output. In this example, there is a relatively large region that satisfies all constraints, indicating that many different \( P-V \) combinations could satisfy the user requirements. However, the optimal \( P-V \) combination that was found, which maximized the build rate while satisfying each constraint, is \( P = 186 \) W, \( V = 1400 \) mm/s. This deviates from the machine nominal settings for 316L stainless steel, which are \( P = 97.5 \) W and \( V = 1083 \) mm/s. The \( P-V \) process design chart provides feedback on which constraints, if relaxed somewhat, would change the optimal solution, and which would not affect the optimum. In this example, relaxing the constraint on yield strength would change the location of the optimum. Constraints such as surface finish or density could be significantly changed before they would affect the optimal solution.

**Case Study #2.** In case study #2, consider a part that has a high requirement on surface finish and also needs to be built quickly. Example requirements for this case are shown in Table 2.

After meeting these constraints, the objective is to maximize the obtainable precision in the process. The resulting \( P-V \) process design chart and identified optimum are shown in Fig. 7.

In this example, the active constraint is the build rate, with an optimal precision of 30.1 \( \mu \mbox{m} \), located at \( P = 92.9 \) W, \( V = 1400 \) mm/s. Compared to the nominal machine settings where \( P = 97.5 \) W and \( V = 1083 \) mm/s, the optimum is located in a region resulting in smaller melt pools. The contours of the objective, in this case precision, are shallow in the region of the optimum. This informs the user that the solution for this case study is robust; small variations in the input parameters would only slightly change the value of the optimum. This is a valuable information to the AM user, as it is an indicator of the reduced risk involved in making the processing decision.

**Case Study #3.** In a third example, consider the requirements in Table 3. It is desired to maximize the deposition rate upon meeting these constraints. The resulting \( P-V \) process design chart is shown in Fig. 8.

The results in Fig. 8 show that no region in \( P-V \) space can satisfy all of these requirements at once. This leaves the designer with a problem. For a solution to be possible, either the part will need to be redesigned to have different requirements (e.g., adding

### Table 1 Case study #1 requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface finish (Ra)</td>
<td>Less than 25 ( \mu \mbox{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Less than 50 ( \mu \mbox{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>At least 99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength</td>
<td>Greater than 490 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maximize build rate**

![Fig. 6 Case study #1, a \( P-V \) process design chart showing objective contours of build rate overlaid on design constraint requirements](image)

### Table 2 Case study #2 requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface finish (Ra)</td>
<td>Less than 18 ( \mu \mbox{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition rate</td>
<td>At least 2 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>At least 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength</td>
<td>Greater than 450 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maximize precision**

![Fig. 7 Case study #2, a \( P-V \) process design chart showing objective contours of precision overlaid on design constraint requirements](image)
Discussion

This study introduced the $P-V$ process design chart as a design tool to assist an AM user in finding the best regions of $P-V$ operating space: specifically, using a bounded-objective function method to guide the AM machine user toward a processing window that satisfies their specific requirements, ultimately providing more control over the outcome of the process. Typically, the results from this design tool will suggest a deviation from the nominal machine settings in order to achieve a build result more closely aligned with the desired outcomes. There is no global input setting that is optimal across all the cases; the optimal process inputs vary based on the user’s unique requirements. The method proposed in this study gives the AM user greater understanding and control of the AM process in terms of the process outcomes important to them. As the AM field grows, this potential to control the design of the process in addition to the design of the geometry will make AM viable for more applications.

In the case studies presented in this paper, the results suggested a deviation away from the machine nominal settings, which for these examples is $P = 98$ W, $V = 1083$ mm/s. This demonstrates the fact that these process variables can be tailored for each specific situation, to create better design outcomes than would have resulted from the nominal settings, depending on user requirement for that situation. These examples also demonstrated the concept of a processing window that the user could operate within to satisfy their process requirements. This kind of design tool is especially useful for situations when users know exactly what requirements they need to meet to have a successful part.

Although the optimal process variables tend to deviate from the machine nominal settings, the machine nominal settings will often fall inside the processing window. This is because the nominal settings were likely selected to achieve acceptable results for a wide range of requirements. However, for specific situations, these nominal settings will not necessarily be the best choice of process variables. A process that is designed with user requirements in mind, that varies from case to case, can achieve better outcomes for each case than a machine operating nominally. Furthermore, a $P-V$ process design chart that illustrates both the requirements as well as the expected improvement can provide the AM user greater confidence and control over the build of the part meeting their expectations.

Because additive manufacturing is such a new technology, coupled with the fact that most users do not deviate from the nominal process variables, much work still needs to be done to characterize different AM processes and materials. Current models of processing space are often limited to simple part geometries and basic scan strategies. In the future, it will be of great use to the designer to have more comprehensive models that allow them to apply the proposed process design techniques to a wider range of part complexity. In this work, general expected trends are used as an example to show how a designer might formulate the problem of process design. Experimental results over the full range of process inputs are needed to fully validate these predictions, although the trends are expected to be similar. Future experiments will also contribute toward better understanding of process outcome variability and robustness, which can be incorporated into the $P-V$ process design chart framework.

Conclusions

One of the most appealing aspects of additive manufacturing is the ability for builds to be customized specifically to a user’s application. Currently, AM processes operating at the nominal settings are not reaching their full potential. In this paper, $P-V$ (power–velocity) process design charts were introduced to enable previously developed process mapping techniques to define the $P-V$ design space in additive manufacturing. Using $P-V$ process design charts has produced insight into how an AM user might better approach the selection of process variables to enable optimal or robust process outcomes tailored to the user’s needs. A real part will typically have multiple process outcomes that need to be simultaneously improved. The design tool presented in this work uses $P-V$ process design charts to illustrate to the user how important process outcomes relate to each other, and what changes can be made to improve build results, particularly when compared to results at the nominal settings.

In the future, as more research is done to improve the field’s understanding of process outcomes’ relationship to process variables in AM, the assumptions made in this paper will be refined to give more precise results. Those assumptions and additional process variables and processes could be incorporated into the $P-V$ process design chart framework.

Table 3 Case study #3 requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface finish (Ra)</td>
<td>Less than 28 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Less than 40 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>At least 99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength</td>
<td>Greater than 600 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Case study #3, a $P-V$ process design chart showing objective contours of build rate overlaid with design constraint requirements
process design chart, resulting in more freedom to the process designer to build an optimal part, enabling greater user customization.
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